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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let o: II? -+ R be twice continuously differentiable. If a’(u) > 0 for all U, 
the system 
u, - u, = 0, 
u, - a(u), = 0, 
-co<x<co, t > 0, (1.1) 
is the quasilinear wave equation w,( - a(~,), = 0, written as a system by 
setting u = w,, u = w,. The Riemann problem for Eq. (1.1) consists of 
solving (1.1) subject to initial step data of the form 
(u(x, 0). t’(x, 0)) = (u,, u,) if x < 0, 
= @rr u,) if x>O, (1.2) 
for given (u,, Y,), (u,, u,) in m2. The initial value problem (l.l), (1.2) has 
been studied under various hypotheses on u [4, 7, 12 1 and has served as a 
prototype for studies of more general 2 x 2 hyperbolic conservation laws 
13, 5, 8, 111. In particular , KeyIitz and Kranzer [5] recently solved the 
Riemann problem for a class of 2 x 2 non-strictly hyperbolic conservation 
laws, for arbitrary initial data (1.2). This class includes Eq. (1.1) if (among 
other conditions) u’(u) > 0 except at one point. 
For conservation laws of mixed type, very little is known about the 
Riemann problem. Mock 191, in studying shock waves for such systems, 
demonstrates that properties useful for solving the Riemann problem in the 
hyperbolic case fail to hold for systems of mixed type. James 141 considers 
Eq. (1.1) when u’(u) > 0 except in an interval (a, /.I) (as in Fig. I), and 
studies possible shock wave solutions. 
In this paper, we solve the Riemann problem for a class of systems (1.1) 
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of mixed type, for arbitrary initial data (1.2). The graph of u is shown in 
Fig. 1, and the conditions required of u are given in Section 2. Our approach 
is based upon that of Keylitz and Kranzer [5] for non-strictly hyperbolic 
systems; the relationship between the analysis here and that in [5] is 
indicated in Remark 3.1. 
There is an unusual and somewhat unsatisfactory feature of our solution 
of the Riemann problem. For any given (u!, u,) in (1.2) there are values of 
(a,., u,) for which our solution involves stationary shock waves. In Section 5 
we show that these shock waves do not satisfy analogues of the viscosity 
criteria commonly associated with the quasilinear wave equation, while all 
other shock waves in our solution satisfy the viscosity criteria associated 
with a model from viscoelastic bar theory. A difficulty of this nature is 
discussed by James [4] in connection with the application of (1.1) to a study 
of elastic bars exhibiting plastic properties. James indicates that in order to 
explain experimental observations of phase transitions in bars, it may be 
appropriate to allow solutions of the Riemann problem to be non-unique. We 
do not pursue this application here, and indeed formulate admissibility 
criteria for shock waves that guarantee uniqueness of the solution of the 
Riemann problem. The relationship between admissibility and viscosity 
criteria for shock wave solutions of (1.1) is also explored by Slemrod [lo] in 
the context of propagating phase boundaries in a van der Waals fluid. 
In Section 2 we describe the set of points (u2, uz) which may be joined to 
a given point (u,, vr) by an admissible shock wave or rarefaction wave, with 
(u,, u,) being the value of the corresponding weak solution of (1.1) to the 
left of the wave, and (u,, u2) being the value on the right. Section 4 contains 
proofs of propositions stated in Section 3 in connection with the construction 
of the solution of the Riemann problem. 
Throughout, the term smooth will be used to mean continuously differen- 
tiable, and whenever o’(u) > 0, it will be convenient to use the notation 
c(u) = (a’(u))1’2 2 0. (1.3) 
2. SHOCK CURVES AND RAREFACTION CURVES 
Consider the system of conservation laws 
24, - u, = 0, 
u, - a(u), = 0, 
where u: 1R -+ I? is a given function with the following properties. 
(i) r~ is twice continuously differentiable, 
(ii) e’(u)-++03 as ]u]-+ co, 
(2.1) 
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(iii) there exist numbers a < fi such that 
a’(u) > 0 and a”(U) < 0 for u < a, 
u'(a) = 0, a'(a)< 0, 
a'(u) < 0 fora < u </I and u”(u)=0 
for exactly one value of u in this range 
a’@?) = 0, u”(p) > 0, 
a’(u) > 0 and a”(U) > 0 for 2.4 > /I. 
A typical o is graphed in Fig. 1. 
The values y and 6 given by a(r) = a(/?), u(6) = u(a) will play an important 
role in the analysis. 
The characteristic values for Eq. (2.1) are n,(u) = *c(u), with associated 
eigenvectors T+(U) = (1, -c(u)) and r-(u) = (1, c(u)), respectively. Equation 
(2.1) is strictly hyperbolic in the regions D,, D, of (u, u)-space defined, 
respectively, by u > p, u < a, where the characteristic values are real and 
distinct, hyperbolic in the closure of these regions, and elliptic in the region 
D, defined by a < u < j?. 
A point U, E I?* may be joined to a point U, E IR* by a (centered) shock 
wave with (constant) shock speed s if the function 
(u, u)(x, t> = u, x < st, 
= u* x > St, t > 0, 
is a weak solution of Eq. (2.1). This is the case if and only if U, = (u,, u,), 
U, = (u2, v2) and s are related by the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions [6], 
v* -u, = -s(u, - I$), 
u(u*) - u(u,) = -s(u, - u,). (2.2) 
In order to solve the Riemann problem uniquely, it is necessary to restrict 
FIG. 1. Graph of u. 
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attention to a subclass of such shock waves, the admissible shock waves. If 
U,, U, and s satisfy (2.2), we say that U, is joined to U, on the right by an 
admissible shock wave if at least one of the following admissibility criteria is 
satisfied. 
For all w  between U, and u2, either 
(u(w) - 4u,)>l(w - u,> G (4%) - 4u,))l(u, - u,> if s < 0, (2.3) 
or 
(u(w) - 4G))l(w - u,> 2 W,) - 44Y(u2 - u,) if s >, 0, (2.4) 
Or 
s = 0. (2.5) 
Admissible shock waves satisfying (2.3) will be called l-shocks, while 
those satisfying (2.4) will be called 2-shocks. Shock waves with s = 0 will be 
called stationary shocks. 
Conditions (2.3), (2.4) are analogues of Oleinik’s Condition E for a single 
conservation law, and have also been used elsewhere [3, 8, 121. In Section 5, 
we discuss the relationship between the admissibility criteria (2.3)-(2.5) and 
other admissibility criteria that might be used for this problem. 
From (2.2), we have 
so that no two points within the elliptic region D, may be joined by a shock. 
For a fixed U, in the hyperbolic region fil U &, let S,(U,) be the connected 
component containing U,, of those points to which U,, may be joined by a l- 
shock, with U, on the left. S:(U,) will denote the set of those points not in 
S,(U,,) to which U, may be joined by a l-shock with U, on the left, and 
S,(U,) will be the set of points to which U, may be joined by a 2-shock, 
with U,, on the left. As we shall see, S,(U,,) has exactly one component, so 
we have no need of the notation S:(U,J. If U,, E D,, let S,(U,,), S:(U,) be 
the curves of points in D, , D,, respectively, to which U, may be joined by a 
l-shock, with U, on the left. There are no points to which U, may be joined 
by a 2-shock with U,, on the left. 
To describe the shock curves S,(U,,), S:(U,,) and S,(U,) precisely, we 
introduce some notation. Let U, = (q,, u,,). If ((T(u,,) - a(ul))/(uO - u ,) > 0, 
define 
S+(%, u,) = ~kJ(urJ - 4U,>H% - u,)Y; 
s-(&l, u,) = -s+(uo, u,) 
(taking the positive square root). 
(2.7) 
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Let U,ED,UD,. If u0 & [y, 61, define uj = ur(zq,) by cr’(ur)= 
{s+(u,, z+)}‘, and if q, E [y, S], define u3 by u(uJ = u(u,,) and u’(u3) < 0. 
Note that for z+, 6$ [y, 61, the line joining the points (u,, a(~+,)) and 
(u3 , u(u3)) is tangent at (u3 , u(ur)) to the graph of u, whereas for u,, E [y, 61, 
this line is horizontal. Similarly, define u4 = u4(u0) by a’(~,) = {s+(u,, u,)}‘, 
so that the line joining (u,, u(q)) to (u4, u(u4)) is tangent at (u,, u(uo)) to 
the graph of u. 
Next, define points U, = (q, u3) and U, = (u4, 0,) by u3 = u3(u0), 
u3 = u0 - s+(u,, u3)(u3 - u,,) and U, = u,(u,), u4 = u, - s_(u,, u,)(u, - uO). 
U, and U, are end points of the curves S,(U,) and ST(U,), respectively, as 
emphasized in the following representation of the shock curves. 
If u, E 01, 
If U&D,, 
If U, E Do, the shock curves may be described as follows. Define u3, uf by 
a(~,) = u(u3) = a(@), /3 < u3 < 6, y < u3 * < a, and set U, = (u,, uo), UT = 
(U :, vo). Then U,, UF are end points of the curves S,(U,), Sf(U,), respec- 
tively: 
S,(Uo) = {U, = (u,, ut): ux = uo- s-(43, M.4 - uo), u, > u,L 
S,*(Uo) = iu, = (u,, VI): U] = uo - s-(u,, UJ(UI - u,), u, < $1. 
Fixing U,, a simple calculation shows that along each shock curve, 
du,/du, = -(s2 + u'(u,))/2s, (2.8) 
where s = s* (u,, u,), depending on which shock curve is being considered. 
Since u’(ui) > 0 on S,(U,) and S,*(U,), these curves are monotonic, whereas 
S,(U,) may have zero, one or two turning points in the elliptic region Do. In 
the regions D, and D,, however, u, is a decreasing function of u, along 
S*Wo)- 
If U, = (uo, uo) E D, U D, and u. E (y, a), then U, may be joined by a 
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stationary shock to the point U,* = (u$, u,,), where ut # u,, is defined by 
a’(~$) > 0 and a($) = a(uJ. 
From (2.8), we note that, for U, E D,,, S,(U,), ST(U,) are vertical (in the 
(u, u)-plane) at U,, Uf, respectively. 
We next describe rarefaction curves for Eq. (2.1). These are sections of the 
integral curves of the eigenvectors T-(U) and T+(U). For a state U, = (u,, uo) 
to be joined to a state U, = (u,, vi) by a (centered) rarefaction wave, with 
U, the state on the right of the wave, it is necessary and sufficient that U, lie 
on the integral curve of T*(U) through U, and that A+ (u) (respectively) be 
increasing along this curve from U, to U, [6]. For a fixed point U,, , the set of 
points U,, to which U, may be so joined by a rarefaction wave, forms two 
curves R l(U,,) (corresponding to r-(u)) and R2(UO) (corresponding to 
r+(u)). The corresponding rarefaction waves are called 1-rarefactions and 2- 




R,(U,)= (u,,uJ:u,=uo- c(w)dw,u,>u, . 
uo I 
If U, E Do, it can be joined to no other state by a rarefaction wave. For 
U, E El U &, R ,(Uo), R2(yO) are smooth monotonic convex curves lying 
entirely in the same region D I or 5, as U, . 
For a fixed U, = (u,, u,) E 0, U fi2, the waue focus W(U,) of U, is the 
set of points U, to which U, may be joined by an admissible shock or 
rarefaction wave. We have shown that if U, E fil U Dz, W(U,) consists of 
the curves Si(Uo), R,(Uo) (i= 1, 2), S;k(UJ and the point U,*, if y < u. < 6. 
A typical wave locus is shown in Fig. 2, for the case u. > 6. 
If U, E Do, the wave locus W(U,) consists only of the curves S,(U,), 
WUo)* 
The following result was proved in [5] for the non-strictly hyperbolic case. 
The corresponding proof here is only sightly complicated by the non- 
monotonicity of S,(U,). 
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D2 
FIG. 2. The wave locus W(U,). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For Q fixed U, , consider the paramererized family of 
curves S,(U,), or R2(U,), where U, is constrained to lie on S,(U,), S:(U,J, 
or R ,( U,). Each of these families smoothly fills a sector of IR 2, without gaps 
or self-intersections. 
Proof: Each curve in eactr family is the soiutim of a smooth ordinary 
differential equation, with initial values U, varying smoothly, Consequently, 
there are no gaps. The ordinary differential equation determining R2(UI) is in 
fact autonomous, so the curves R,(U,) have no self-intersections. To show 
that the families of curves S,(U,) are not self-intersecting, it is necessary to 
consider each case separately. The calculation, however, is similar for each 
case, so we give the details onl_ for the farniiy given by U, E S,(U,,). 
Suppose U, = @, , 0,) and U, = (U,, ul) lie on S,(U,) and are such that 
S,(U,) and S,(U,) intersect at some point U= (u, u). Without loss of 
generality, we shall assume U,, E o1 and fir) 0,. Then, by the monotonicity 
of S,(U,,), we have k, < u,. Now U, and 17, must both be joined to U by a 
shock wave with positive shock speed, with U on the left (these shock waves 
are not admissible, however). The set of points to which U may be joined by 
a shock wave with positive shock speed is a curve, monotonically decreasing 
in D, (formual (2.8) applies to this curve). Since 0, lies in the first quadrant 
of the U-plane, with respect to U,, it is not possible for this curve to pass 
through both U, and 0,. This contradicts the initial assumption that S,(U,) 
and S,(U,) interc+ect at U. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
In this section we construct solutions of the Riemann problem consisting 
of Eq. (2. I ), together with initial step data of the form 
(4x7 01, 45 0)) = h9 %), x < 0, 
= t&Y u,), x > 0. (3.1) 
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The principal element in the construction is a division of the (u, v)-plane into 
several regions, the division depending upon the location of (u,, u,). The 
solution of the Riemann problem consists of a combination of admissible 
shock waves and rarefaction waves, the combination determined by the 
region in which (ur, vr) lies. 
If U = (u, u) E R2 and y < u < a or /I < u < 6, we shall henceforth denote 
by U* the point (u*, u), with u * # u given by u(u*) = a(u) and u’(u*) >, 0. 
Suppose If, may be joined to U, by a shock or rarefaction wave with U, 
on the right. We say U, may be further joined to a state U, on the right by a 
faster wave if U, may be joined to U, by a shock or rarefaction wave, and 
the speed of the shock, or minimum speed of the rarefaction wave, joining U, 
to U, is greater than the speed of the shock, or maximum speed of the 
rarefaction, joining U,, to U,. Indeed, for U,, to be joined to U, by a 
combination of two shock or rarefaction waves yielding a weak solution of 
(2.1) it is necessary that U,, be joined to an intermediate state U, on the 
right and U, to U, on the right, with the latter wave being faster in the sense 
specified above. 
For a fixed U,, = (u,,, u,,), the set of points U, in the wave locus W(U,) 
that may be joined to some other state U, on the right by a faster wave 
constitutes the continuable set C(U,,). It is readily seen that if U, E DI U fi2, 
then C(U,) consists of S,(U,), R,(U,), S:(U,,), the point U,(U,) and the 
point U,* if y < u0 < 6. If U,ED,, however, then C(U,,) consists of the 
entire wave locus W(U,) = S,(U,) U S:(U,). 
The next stage is to consider the set of points to which each U, E C(U,,) 
can be joined, with U, on the left, by a wave faster than that joining U, to 
U, with U, on the right. This will include S,(U,), R,(U,) and UT, where 
appropriate, but will also include U,(U,) and U,(U,). It is therefore 
necessary to describe the loci of the points U,(U,) and U,(U,), as U, varies 
along C( U,).- 
Let U, E D,. As U, moves along R,(Ko)_U S,(U,) from V to infinity, 
U,(U,) describes a composite curve JU J, J being the part of the curve 
where uj = u,, corresponding to stationary shock waves. Similarly, U,(U,) 
describes a curve E as U, moves along R ,(U,) from U,, to V. Note that 
U, E S,(U,,) is not joined to U,,(U,) by a faster wave. We shall need the 
properties of J, J and E described in the following proposition, whose proof 
we leave to Section 4. Let U, = (u,, v,) E S,(U,) U R,(U,,) be the point for 
which u5 = 6. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let U, E 0,. The curue J= {U,(U,): U, E S,(U,)U 
R,(U,) between U, and infinity} is a smooth monotonic curve joining Uf to 
infinity, and is vertical at U?. For each U, = U,(U,) in J, R2(U3) lies to the 
left of J, whereas S,(U,) lies to the right of J. 
The curve J= {U,(U,): U, E S,(U,,)U R,(U,) between U, and V) is a 
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smooth monotonic curve joining iJf to V, is horizontal at UC and vertical at 
V. 
The curve E = {U,(U,): U, E R,(U,,)} is a smooth monotonic curve joining 
U,(U,) to V*, and is vertical at V*. 
Each point U, E Sf(U,) U E may be further joined to points on S,(U,) by 
faster shock waves. However, S,(U,) extends only from U,to U,(U,). The 
curve J, = { U,(U,): U, E S;k(U,,)UE} has the properties described in the 
next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let U, E Dl. J, is a smooth monotonic curve joining 
V to infinity, and is vertical at V. For each U, = U,( U,) E J, , R,(U,) lies to 
the right of J,, whereas S,(U,) lies to the left of J,. 
We also require a description of the locus K of points U,*, as U, moves 
along R,(U,) U S,(U,,) from V to U,: 
PROPOSITION 3.3, Let u, E 0,. K= (U,“: U, E R,(U,)US,(U,,) 
between V and U,} is a smooth monotonic curve joining V* to U,X. K is 
vertical at V* and horizontal at U;. 
If U, E D,, we require a different construction. Let V* = (u*, v*) E D, be 
the point on S:(U,,) for which u* = y, and set V = @, v *). As U, moves 
along S,(U,) from U, to U, and from U5 to infinity, the locus of points 
U,(U,) forms a composite curve JU J, J being the section lying in D,. 
Similarly, as U, moves along ST(U,) from Uf to V* and from V* to 
infinity, the locus of points U,(U,) forms a curve Ji U J,, 7, being the 
section lying in D,. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let U, E D,. J, 57 J,, .& are smooth monotonic 
curves. J joins UT to infinity and is vertical at U;“. J joins UC to U,, is 
horizontal at Uf and vertical at U,. 7, joins U, to V, is horizontal at V and 
vertical at U,. J, joins V to infinity and is vertical at V. 
For each U, = U,(U,) E J (respectively, J,), R2(U3) lies entirely to the left 
of J (the right of J1), while S,(U,) lies entirely to the right of J (the left of 
Jd 
As U, moves along ST(U,) between V* and U,*, the points UT E D, form 
a curve K,. Similarly, we denote by K the locus of points UT, for 
U, E S, (U,,) between U, and U, . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let U, E D,. K is a smooth monotonic curve joining 
U;” to Uf, is vertical at Uf and horizontal at t-J,*. K, is a smooth monotonic 
curve joining U, to V, is vertical at U, and horizontal at V. 
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FIG. 3. Division of the U-plane for u, > 6. 
Note that 1, J, are also the loci of points U,(V,) as U, moves along K, 
K, , respectively. 
Propositions 3-l-3.5 are proved in Section 4. 
We now divide the (u, o)-plane into several regions, depending 
location of U, = (u,, u,). 
If 1.4~ > 6, the wave locus W(r/,), together with the curves J, 
R,(Y), S,(V*), R,(_UF), R,(U,), S,(U& (which terminates 
U3(U,) E J,> and R,(U,), divide the plane into fourteen regions, as 
Fig. 3. 
FIG. 4. Divisian of the U-plane for fi < Wg < 6. 
upon the 
x E, K 
at Od = 
shown in 
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If p < uO < 6, then U,* E K is defined and U, E 1 Moreover, S,(U,*) joins 
U,X to U,, but R,(U,) is no longer present. Consequently, there is no region 
corresponding to region 8 of Fig. 3, but we include two new regions 15 and 
16, created by S,(U,*) and R2(U$). The division of the plane is shown in 
Fig. 4. 
If a < uO < 8, the wave locus S,(U,) U S,*(U,,), together with the curves J, 
.? J,, y,, K, K, , WJd, MU?), WJ,), WJ$), &V’l and &WC), divide 
the plane into ten regions, as shown in Fig. 5. The numbering of the regions 
is consistent with Fig. 3 and 4, and we note the inclusion of two additional 
regions, 17, 18, while several other regions of Figs. 3 and 4 do not have 
analogues in Fig. 5. 
We can now construct a solution of the Riemann problem depending upon 
the location of (u,, u,.) in relation to (u,, u,). Set U,, = (u,, u,). The 
construction is slightly different, depending upon the location of U,. 
I. 
If 6 < u,, the solution is constructed with the aid of Fig. 3. If U, = (ur, u,.) 
lies in any of the regions 1 to 12, the solution is constructed in a manner 
similar to that described in 151, which we reproduce below for completeness. 
If 17, lies in regions 13 or 14, the solution includes stationary shocks, which 
do not appear in [5]. 
Regions 1-6. There is a single intermediate state U, and U, = U,. In 1 
and 2, U, E R ,(U,,) and U, E S,(U,) and R,(U,), respectively. In 3 and 4, 
U, E S,(U,,) and U, E R2(U1) and S,(U,), respectively. In 5 and 6, 









FIG. 5. Division of the U-plane for U, E D, 
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Regions 7 and 8. There are two intermediate states U, E S,(U,,) and 
R,(U,), respectively, and iJ, = U,(U,) E J. U, may be joined to U, on the 
right by a 2-rarefaction wave whose slowest speed is A+(u,). Thus 
ur E WJd. 
Regions 9 and 10. There are two intermediate states U, E R,(U,,) and 
U, = U4(U,) E E. In 9, U, E R2(UZ), whereas in 10, U, E S,(U,). The speed 
of the shock joining U, to U, on the right is L(U,), which is the fastest 
speed of the rarefaction wave joining U, to U,. 
Region 11. There are two intermediate states U, E ST(U,) and U, = 
U,(U,) E J,. U, E R2(UZ). The speed of the shock joining U, to U, is also 
the slowest speed of the rarefaction joining U, to U,.. 
Region 12. There are three intermediate states u, E R IWO), 
U, = U,(U,) E E, U, = U,(U,) E J, . U, E R,(U,). The speed of the shock 
joining U, and U, is the fastest speed of the rarefaction joining U,, to U,. 
Similarly, the speed of the shock joining U, to ZJ, is the slowest speed of the 
rarefaction joining U, to U,. 
Regions 13 and 14. There are two intermediate states U, E R l(U,,) and 
U, = Uf E K, while U, E R2(U2) and S,(U,), respectively. The shock joining 
U, to U, is stationary. 
II. 
If ,& < a,, < 6, the construction proceeds according to Fig. 4. 
Regions l-7 and 9-14. The construction of the solution is exactly as 
described in Case I. 
Regions 15 and 16. There are two intermediate states U, E S,(U,) and 
U, = U: E K, while U, E R2(UZ) and S,(U,), respectively. 
Next, we consider the limiting cases u,, = 6 and a0 =p. If q, = 6, we have 
U, = UT = Uf. The corresponding diagram is obtained from Fig. 3 by 
shrinking region 8 (as u,, -+ 6+), or from Fig. 4 by shrinking regions 15 and 
16 (as u0 -+ S-). The solution is constructed as for Case I, for U, in regions 
1 to 7 or 9 to 14. 
If u,, =/?, we have U, = V = U, = od and U,* = V* = U,. The curves 
R r( U,) and E, and the regions 1, 2, 9, 10, 12-14 do not appear. The solution 
is constructed as in Case II for any 17,. in the remaining regions (which of 
course till the plane). 
If U, E fi2, the solution is constructed in a similar manner by first 
drawing the diagrams corresponding to Figs. 3 or 4 (depending on whether 
u. < Y or y < u, < a>. 
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III. 
If a < uI < /?, the solution is constructed with the aid of Fig. 5. Set 
U,, = U,. If U, lies in any of the regions other than 17, 18, the solution is 
constructed precisely as described in Case II. 
Regions 17 and 18. There are two intermediate states U, E S,*(U,) 
between UF and V*, and U, = UF E K,. U, E R,(U,) and S,(U,), respec- 
tively. U, is joined to U, by a stationary shock wave. 
The solution we have constructed for each U,, U, is unique within the 
class of admissible solutions we have chosen. That this is so may be 
demonstrated by a standard argument. Indeed, starting at U, = U, there is 
only one way of joining U,, to a given U, by progressively faster admissible 
waves. This is verified routinely by considering U, in each region separately, 
but we omit the details. 
Remark. In Figs. 3 and 4 we have used a notation largely consistent 
with that of Keytitz and Kranzer [5]. In fact, we can recover the solution of 
the Riemann problem in the non-strictly hyperbolic case, given in 151, by 
letting a -+p in Fig. 1 as follows. Let u,: IR + iR, 0 < E < 1, be a 
parameterized family of functions satisfying, for each E > 0, the conditions of 
Section 2, with corresponding a = a,, fi = p,. We also require: 
1. The mappings (E, U) --) a,(u) and (a, u) -+ a:(u) are continuous. 
2. (3, =u. 
3. lim,,, aE = a0 = lim,,, p E* 
4. u0 is three times continuously differentiable, and u;(u) > 0, 
a~(~) = sgn(u - a,) for all u # a,. 
5. u;(aJ = u$(ao) = 0, 0: (a,) > 0. 
Then as E --t 0, Fig. 3 deforms continuously into a diagram corresponding to 
Fig. 7 in [5]. Figure 4 also deforms continuously, but since y = yE and 6 = 6, 
both tend to a0 as E -+ 0, in the limit U,, lies on the line u = a,, of parabolic 
degeneracy for Eq. (2.1), with u replaced by uO. As E approaches.zero, the 
points U,, UT and V* in Fig. 3 approach V, and the curves K, J, S,(V*), 
together with regions 13, 14, disappear in the limit. 
4. DETAILS OF THE CURVES USED IN SECTION 3 
The proofs of Propositions 3.1-3.5 are by direct calculation of derivatives, 
and for each of J, 51 J,, fi, E, K and K, are very similar. We give the details 
for J, and omit most of the details for the other curves. For definiteness, we 
fix u,=(U,,v,)ED,uD,. 
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If u,, > 6, J consists of the points U,(U,) = (I(~, Us), as U, moves from U, 
along R , (U,) to U,, and then from U, along S, (U,) to infinity. If a < u,, < 6, 
however, J is defined by points U, E S,(U,) between U, and infinity. We 
need to show that du,/du, + -co as a3 approches up from below, and in the 
first case, that du,/du, is continuous at uj = u~(u,,). 
Now (u3. c,) is defined by 
and 
t’3 = Cl - c(uJ(u3 - u,) (4.1) 
u’(u3) = w4 - 4u,))l(u3 - u,). (4.2) 
where c(u) = (a’(u))“* 2 0 if u @ (a, /I). From (4. l), and the chain rule, 
du, 
f% ul(uJ - c’(u,)(u, - u,) - c(u.J(l - ul(u,>), du,= du, 
(4.3) 
From (4.2), 
ul(uA = (u, - u,) ~“(u,ww - u’(u,)). 
If (u,, t’,) E R,(U,,). we have 
(4.4) 
du,/du, = c(u,), (4.5) 
whereas for (u,. t’,)E S,(U,), du,/du, is given by (2.8), with 
s = S-(I+), u,) < 0: 
dt’,/du, = -(s’ + u’(u,))/2s. (4.6) 
Thus, dv,/du, > 0, with equality only at U, =/I 
Now, u, < u,, a”(~,) > 0 and O<u’(u,) < u’(u,), so that u;(u~) < 0. 
Combining (4.3~(4.6), we have du,/du, < 0 as desired. Moreover, since 
dv,/du, is continuous at U, (when U,, E 0,) [6), du,/du, is aso continuous, 
except at U, = a. corresponding to the right-hand end U,* of J. In fact, as 
u3 -+ a-, we have du,/du, + -03, so that J is vertical at U:. 
Specifically, we obtain, after some calculation, 
du,/du, = -c(u3) + (IQ - u,) u”(uj) 
x WJ + 4~,)vw4,M4,) - 4Ul)). (4.7) 
In particular, du,/du, < -c(u,), so that R2(U3), which has slope -c(uJ) at 
U, , emanates from CJ, to the left of J. If R *(U,) should intersect J at some 
first point CJ = (u, v), say, then the slope of R2(U3) at U would be at most 
du,/du,, evaluated at U. But R,(U,) has slope -c(u) at I/, and du,/du, < 
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-c(u) at U. This contradiction shows that R,(U,) must lie entirely to the left 
of J. The curve S,(U,) also has slope -c(uJ at U, = U,(U,), and a similar 
argument shows that S,(U,) lies entirely to the right of J. Moreover, 
MU,) u S*(UJ is smooth at U, = U,(U,). 
The calculation for J’ is simpler than that for J. We have u3 = v,, 
c(uj) = a(~,), so that 
do, dv, du, -=-- 
4 du, du, 
and du, ~‘04 -- 
4 u’(u,>’ 
As for J, dv ,/du, > 0 along y, with equality only when uI = 6. Since 
a < uj </II, we also have du,/du, < 0, with equality when u3 = a or uj =p. 
Hence du,/du, < 0 for a < u3 </I and is zero at U,*, where u3 = a. Let 
U. E 5,. As U, approaches V, either U, E R ,(U,,) or u0 = p. In either case, 
dv,ldu, approaches zero, while a elementary argument shows that 
cr’(uJu’(u,) tends to -1, as U, approaches V. Hence J is horizontal as V. 
Similarly, if U, E D,, as U, approaches U, along S,(U,), du,/du, tends to 
-co, while u’(uJ and u’(ui) remain finite and bounded away from zero. 
Hence J is vertical at U,. The same calculation shows that 1, is also vertical 
at U,, and horizontal at V. 
Let U, = (u,, VJ E E. Then U, = U&I,) for some U, E R,(U,). We have 
v4 = 0, + c(uJu4 -u,) (4.8) 
and 




- ,uW4) + c’(u,> w4N44 - u,) + du,)(l - u;(u,)), (4.10) 
where dv,/du, is given by (4.5). As for J, it is elementary to show from 
(4.9), (4.10) that dv4/du4 > 0, and tends to infinity as u4 approaches y, so 
that E is vertical at V*. 
The calculation for J, is a little more complicated. If 17, = (uj, u3) E J,, 
we have U, = U,(U,) for some U,E S:(U,,)UE. If U,ES~(U,), the 
calculation proceeds as for J. If U, = (u2, u2) E E, we have U, = U,(l.J,) for 
some U,=(u,,u,)ER,(Uo). Moreover, uj=ul, and U,, U,, U, are related 
by 
u3 = u2 - c(u3)(u3 - u2), u’@J = U’(%) = (+4 - &42)Y(% - u2)9 
vz = VI + dMu2 - 4) and dv,/du, = c(q). 
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From these, it is straightforward to show that 
dv,/du, < -c(z+) < 0 (4.11) 
along Jr, is continuous at r?,, and dv,/du, -+ --co as U, tends to V. That 
R2(U3) lies entirely to the right of J, and S,(U,) lies entirely to the left for 
each U, E J, follows from (4.11) by the same argument used for J. 
The properties of K, K, in Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 are verified by a 
calculation very similar to that given above for J’, Jr. 
We next discuss the behavior of S,( V*) at V when U, E D, . If 
V* = (u*, v*), we have from (4.6), if U, = (u,, vi) E S,(V*), 
dv,/du, = -(s* + a’(u,))/2s, s > 0, 
where s* = (a(~,) - o@))/(u, - u*) (note a(~*) = u(p)). By an elementary 
argument, 
dv,/du, --) (o”(j?)@‘- u*)/2)“* as u1-+/3. 
Hence S,(V*) has positive slope at V, as indicated in Fig. 3 and 4. 
The other qualitative features of Figs. 3-5 are easily verified. For instance, 
if U, E D,, then (4.8) implies that S,(U,) and Sr (UT) are vertical at U, . In 
fact, if UL lie: on K, K,, S,(U,,), ST(U,) or R,(U,), and is such that 
U,(U,) E JUJ,, then S,(U,) is vertical at U,(U,). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We conclude this paper with a discussion of the admissibility conditions 
(2.3)-(2.5). 
Consider the system 
24, - 21, = 0, 
v, - u(u), = &U,f * (5.1) 
This system has been studied in connection with viscoelastic bar theory 
[2,4], the term EU,~ being dissipative. Indeed, (5.1) corresponds to the single 
equation 
Wff - 4w,), = EW,,f * (5.2) 
Let U, = (u,, vr), U, = (u,, v2) and s # 0 satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot 
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conditions (2.2). We seek a travelling wave solution of (5.1), of the form 
u = U((X - s?)/E), u = Y((X - SC)/&) and satisfying, where U = (u, v), 
lim U(r) = U, , lim U(r) = U,. (5.3) I--cc I+tcc 
Substituting (u, v)((x - s~)/E) into (5.1) and integrating once, we obtain 
--s(u - 24,) - (v - u,) = 0, (5.4) 
--s(u - ul) - (u(u) - u(q)) = --su’, (5.5) 
where (u, v) = (u, u)(C), and a prime denotes d/&. We have also supposed U’ 
and v’ tend to zero as ]t] --t co. Substituting (5.4) into (5.5), we obtain 
u(u) - u(u,) - s2(u - u,) = su’ (5.6) 
with the conditions (5.3), 
There is a solution of (5.6) satisfying (5.7) if and only if the admissibility 
conditions (2.3) or (2.4) hold. As E -+ 0, the travelling wave solution of (5.1) 
converges pointwise (except at x = st) to the shock wave travelling at speed 
s, joining U, on the left to U, on the right. This observation is also made by 
Slemrod [lo]. 
We remark in passing that the Conley-Smoller criterion [ I] used by 
Keytitz and Kranzer [5] for the non-strictly hyperbolic case (o’(u) > 0 
except at one point) does not appear to apply to the present problem. The 
Conley-Smoller criterion consists of studying the limit as E -+ 0 of travelling 
wave solutions of the system 
u, - u, = &Uxxr 
u, - u(u), = EV,, . (53) 
The non-monotonicity of u makes the study of (5.8) somewhat harder than 
in [5], but a preliminary calculation indicates that there are admissible 
shocks not satisfying the Conley-Smoller criterion, and also shocks that 
satisfy the Conley-Smoller criterion but fail to satisfy the admissibility 
criteria (2.3)-(2.5). The latter result has been established independently by 
Slemrod [lo]. 
For certain values of U,, our solution of the Riemann problem involves 
stationary shocks that do not satisfy (2.3) or (2.4). Specifically, this is the 
case if U,, lies in either of the regions 13 or 14 of Fig. 3, or in any of the 
regions 13-16 of Fig. 4, or in any of the regions 15-18 of Fig. 5. For such a 
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state U,, there is no solution of the Riemann problem satisfying only (2.3) or 
(2.4) across shocks, as the curve K may no longer be used in the 
construction of such a solution. For this reason alone, we have admitted all 
stationary shocks. Indeed, no stationary shock can be the limit as E + 0 of 
travelling wave solutions of (5.1) satisfying (5.3), and such a shock satisfies 
the Conley-Smoller criterion only in the special case 
I u2 (a(u) - a(u,)) du = 0. UI 
It is possible that some other admissibility criterion will give rise to Figs. 3 
and 4, but with K replaced by a different curve joining V” to U:. We have 
been unable to formulate such a condition. 
James [4] suggests that uniqueness of the solution of the Riemann 
problem may not be appropriate for the theory of elastic bars with non- 
monotone stress strain relations (given by the graph of a). However, it is not 
at all clear how to characterize solutions not necessarily satisfying (2.3)- 
(2.5), or whether some weaker admissibility criteria would be appropriate. 
In summary, we have solved the Riemann problem (2. l), (3.1) uniquely in 
a class of admissible solutions that includes all stationary shock waves. 
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